Semi-Live Events : Reducing Risks Webinar August 12, 2020 with Articulation (Ruth Milligan and Acacia Duncan)

Question

Answer(s)

How did you 'house' all of your recordings for your virtual
conference (i.e. what platform?)

This depends on what vendor you choose for your platform. Many have
“on demand” archive functions.

What is your pre-recorded entertainment?

Pre-recorded is how you capture content that you might have presented
live. On-demand is one way you distribute content to attendees. We’ll have
Meredith explain more (she was expecting to before the storm!).

Please remind me. What is the diﬀerence between 'prerecorded' and 'on-demand'?

Pre-recorded is how you capture content before an event. On -Demand is
how you distribute it to your attendees or audience.

Also, how do you create breakout rooms in Zoom?

this is a feature available to anyone in a paid zoom account for “meetings.”
Breakouts are never an opton in the “webinar” function.

If/when scheduling your meeting in smaller segments (like
Lunch Bunch) how do you accomondate time zones to
engage live attendees?

Tough question, but some will do two sessions to accommodate wildly
diﬀerent time zones.

What type of video did you use when you showed Meredith's
pre-recorded video? Typically our zoom videos are very
delayed and grainy and yours looked so crisp.

We used zoom. The internet connection of the people involved makes a
big diﬀerence. Especially the person recording.
And lighting is the #1 way to improve the video quality. Lots of lighting. I
am blinding myself right now. :)

you mentioned artboard and message board for driving
audience interaction. what platforms do you recommend for
this? Does Poll Everywhere have this feature?

Here are a few options:
Wallwisher, NoteApp, Popplet, Spaaze, Group Zap, Mural.ly, Realtime
Board, Stormboard
You can also check with art museums like the Tate Gallery who have
created other options.

Thank you. So both are pre-recorded but one is only available
through a catalog.

Yes

As the event host, we should acknowledge at some point that
the session is pre-recorded, yes?

Sure thing. And you can explain it is for their (audience’s) benefit - we
respect your time and want to make sure you can see the content we
promised…

What is an example of an interative message board that uses
illustrations or drawings? Thanks.

Here are a few options:
Wallwisher, NoteApp, Popplet, Spaaze, Group Zap, Mural.ly, Realtime
Board, Stormboard
You can also check with art museums like the Tate Gallery who have
created other options.

is there any experience with "certification" or assessment of
an individuals' capabilities in a semi-live environment?

yes - a wide variety of answers.

How do you track participation? For example, for CPE points.

there are ways on platforms to track attendance and participation.
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